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WELL AL-RIGHT, O-KAY, You win,

I'm IN LOVE WITH YOU WELL AL-RIGHT, O-KAY, You win,

BABY, WHAT CAN I DO?

I'LL DO ANY THING YOU SAY, IT'S

JUST GOT TA BE THAT WAY, WELL AL-RIGHT, O-KAY, You win,

BABY, WHAT CAN I DO?

ANY THING YOU SAY I'LL DO AS

LONG AS IT'S ME AND YOU.

*(FIRST THING IN THE MORNING (YA GOT-TA)

WAKE ME WITH A KISS (YA GOT-TA) MAKE UP FOR ALL THE LOV-IN'

YOU HAVE MADE ME MISS)

WELL AL-RIGHT, O-KAY, You win,

* As sung by Joe Williams
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IF YOU'RE GONNA BE MY MAN PLEASE BABY

BY WON'T YOU TAKE MY HAND

ALL THAT I AM ASKING IN ALL I WANT FROM YOU

JUST LOVE ME LIKE I LOVE YOU AN' IT WON'T BE HARD TO DO!

WELL ALRIGHT

O-KAY, YOU WIN, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR WELL ALRIGHT

O-KAY, YOU WIN, BABY ONE MORE THING

O-KAY, YOU WIN, BABY ONE MORE THING

O-KAY, YOU WIN, BABY ONE MORE THING

IF YOU WANNA BE MY MAN, PRETTY BABY WON'T YOU TAKE MY HAND

WELL ALRIGHT
I’ll do any thing— you say

It’s just got ta be that way. well all right.
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O-kay, you win. I’m in love with you— well all right
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Ba-by what can I do?

Any thing— you say I’ll do

As long as it’s me and you.
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*First thing in the morning. (Ya got-ya) Wake me with a kiss*

(Ya got-ya) Make up for all the lovin',
You have made me miss.

Well all-right, o-kay,
You win, I'm in.

Love with you — well all-right,
O-kay
You win — but ba-by
ONE THING MORE
IF YOU'RE GONNA BE MY MAN PLEASE BABY WOULDN'T YOU TAKE MY HAND
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ALL THAT I AM ASKING, ALL I WANT FROM YOU

JUST LOVE ME LIKE I LOVE YOU AND IT

WON'T BE HARD TO DO! WELL ALRIGHT, O-K

YOU WIN, WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? WELL AL-R
IF YOU WANNA BE MY MA-

PRETTY BABY WON'T YOU TAKE MY HAND.

O-KAY, YOU WIN.

WELL AL-RIGHT!
Alright, Okay, You Win
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